Introduction {#sec1-2331216515619763}
============

Cochlear implants (CIs) remain the most successful sensory implantable device, judged by their ability to restore or provide hearing function and normal patterns of speech in the profoundly deaf. Nevertheless, significant improvements in implant technology are required if implant users are to perform in even moderately challenging listening environments, where individual talkers, for example, must be heard out against a background of competing talkers, reflections, and other sources of sound. Compared with normal-hearing listeners, CI users are considerably disadvantaged in such circumstances, usually requiring attended speech signals to be louder than the interfering sources or background noise. At least some of the limitations in CI performance come about because of the design of the devices themselves. CIs work by electrically stimulating the primary auditory neurons (spiral ganglion neurons, SGNs) through an electrode array inserted into scala vestibuli of the cochlea. Employed in pathological situations where the sensory hair cells are damaged, or absent altogether, CIs bypass the mechanoelectrical and electrochemical transduction processes normally undertaken by the hair cells and evoke action potentials (APs) in the SGNs through direct electrical stimulation. A major factor limiting improved performance in CIs is the uncontrolled spread of electrical current within the cochlea ([@bibr26-2331216515619763]). Current spread is an intrinsic consequence of implant design; the size of the electrodes, their distance from SGNs, and the fact that they are immersed in a highly conductive fluid environment lead to a wide population of SGNs being activated by each electrode. The wide field of electrical activation combined with the short distance between electrodes results in overlapping populations of neurons being activated by neighboring electrodes ([@bibr7-2331216515619763]; [@bibr14-2331216515619763]; [@bibr28-2331216515619763]; [@bibr37-2331216515619763]). This severely limits the number of independent channels of acoustic information that can be represented. This is in contrast to acoustic hearing, where each SGN receives information from a single hair cell, and the sharp tuning of the basilar membrane results in a relatively small population of hair cells responding to each frequency, controlling the spread of activity ([@bibr32-2331216515619763]). Thus, although insertion of the electrode array along the length of the cochlea, from base to apex, theoretically takes into account the cochlea's tonotopic organization, in practice, controlling the spread of excitation in situ remains problematic and renders the frequency resolution of CI listeners extremely poor.

Numerous strategies have been developed to try to limit the area of the stimulated field, and thus limit the number of stimulated SGNs ([@bibr4-2331216515619763]). These include employing so-called bipolar, tripolar, and pseudotripolar patterns of stimulation, which aim to focus the electric field through current *steering* and current focusing ([@bibr9-2331216515619763]). These, and similar, strategies are now slowly being integrated into clinical devices as alternatives to the more common square-pulse biphasic, monopolar stimulation ([@bibr18-2331216515619763]; [@bibr22-2331216515619763]), although there are limitations to this, as not all manufacturers' devices allow for multipolar stimulation. In addition, the proposed methods for steering electrical current toward specific neural populations involve multiple current sources and usually consume more power compared with monopolar stimulation. Indeed, for a fixed temporal stimulation pulse, a tripolar stimulation strategy can consume at least twice as much power as monopolar stimulation and can often reach the device power limits ([@bibr18-2331216515619763]). Although the efficacy of current-steering techniques in reducing the spread of neural excitation has been demonstrated in animal models ([@bibr39-2331216515619763]) and some human subjects ([@bibr16-2331216515619763]), these techniques are also highly power-consumptive, and, to date, demonstrate relatively small performance gains ([@bibr5-2331216515619763]; [@bibr24-2331216515619763]). An alternative strategy is the use of multiphasic pulses. Typically, electrical stimulation in CI consists of biphasic pulses, with each phase typically of equal amplitude and duration to provide for equalized membrane depolarization properties. By employing triphasic pulses, the amplitude ratio between excitatory and discharge phases can be changed to control their depolarization properties, thus enabling the membrane to be brought more quickly to its resting potential. This reduction of a neuron's membrane depolarization theoretically should reduce channel interactions. Nevertheless, triphasic pulses are still limited in their use and appear to be less efficient than biphasic pulses in activating auditory neurons ([@bibr2-2331216515619763]).

Besides its remarkable frequency selectivity, physiological activation of SGNs allows for fine coding of sound intensity. In acoustic hearing, an increase in the intensity of a sound wave is coded as a change (increase) in the firing rate of individual nerve fibers synapsing at the base of the hair cell. In addition, individual fibers show different activation thresholds such that the number of fibers recruited increases with sound intensity ([@bibr17-2331216515619763]). Conversely, when SGNs are stimulated through CI electrodes, their responses largely take the form of an all-or-nothing response, reducing the coding capacity at the level of individual, and populations of, neurons. Combined with the wide spread of activation in electrical hearing, this limits the dynamic ranges of individual CI listeners (often less than 10 dB), compared with the 120-dB dynamic range observed in normal-hearing listeners ([@bibr36-2331216515619763]; [@bibr40-2331216515619763]).

Signal-processing techniques have driven the most effective improvements in CI performances ([@bibr21-2331216515619763]; [@bibr33-2331216515619763]). However, improving CI performance from a more biological perspective at the level of the cochlea could achieve similar increases in performance and possibly outperform the advances already achieved through signal-processing techniques if electrical stimulation strategies were more suited to the biological properties of auditory neurons. Here, we address this engineering-to-biology mismatch with an innovative stimulation strategy using novel pulse shapes based both on biophysical principles of SGNs and on the interaction of the electrical stimulus with the cochlear environment. The main novelty in the proposed stimulus shape is the addition of a rising slope to the electrical pulses. The theoretical benefit of this strategy is to limit the deleterious effects of the spread of excitation within the implanted cochlea. For many neurons in the auditory brain, generation of APs is controlled by the rate of change, as well as the amplitude, of synaptic input currents. This behavior is dependent, in part, on the expression of low-threshold potassium channels activated during slow depolarization ([@bibr12-2331216515619763]). Because SGNs express these type of channels ([@bibr27-2331216515619763]; [@bibr38-2331216515619763]), their firing patterns are likely to depend on the rate at which they are depolarized. We hypothesize that this sensitivity to the slope of the input current can be exploited by use of our novel ramped stimulus to reduce the excitation spread. Here, we first present the theoretical framework behind this novel approach, and then demonstrate, from the responses of SGNs recorded in vitro, that altering the slope of current pulses that could be employed in CI stimulation alters firing probability in a manner consistent with the theoretical predictions.

Methods {#sec2-2331216515619763}
=======

SGN Cultures {#sec3-2331216515619763}
------------

Cell cultures were prepared from P12-15 C57BL/6 mouse cochleae as described in [@bibr38-2331216515619763]. The animals were sacrificed in accordance with the United Kingdom Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986. Mice were decapitated and both inner ears removed from the base of the cranium. Cochleae were extracted from the outer bony labyrinth, the bone and *stria vascularis* were removed, and the modiolus isolated and divided into three sections (apical, medial, and basal). Each section was digested in 0.25% trypsin at 37℃ for 30 min. Growth medium (Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium containing 10% fetal calf serum, 10 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) was added, and the tissue was gently triturated. Cells were pelleted, resuspended in growth medium, and plated onto poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine-coated glass coverslips. Plated cultures were incubated at 37℃, 5% CO~2~ in growth medium containing 10 ng/ml brain-derived neurotrophic factor. All reagents were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, Missouri, USA).

Electrophysiology {#sec4-2331216515619763}
-----------------

The whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique was employed to obtain intracellular recordings from SGNs. Current-clamp responses of SGNs were recorded using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier in bridge balance mode, low-pass filtered at 10 kHz, digitized at 10 to 50 kHz with a Digidata 1440A board, and acquired using pClamp 10 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, California, USA). Glass recording pipettes of 1.5-mm external diameter (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, Florida, USA) were pulled using a two-stage pipette puller (Narishige group, Tokyo, Japan, PC-10 puller), generating electrode resistances in the range 3 to 4 MΩ. Micropipettes were filled with a K-gluconate solution containing the following (in mM): 130 Kglu, 5 KCl, 1 ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 2 MgATP, 2 Na~2~ATP, 0.3 Na~3~GTP, 10 (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid) (HEPES), and 10 Na~2~Phosphocreatine. During the recordings, the cells were superfused with artificial perilymph composed of the following (in mM): 145 NaCl, 4 KCl, 1 MgCl~2~, 1.3 CaCl~2~, 10 HEPES, and 5 glucose, pH 7.3. The pipette position was controlled using a Luigs and Neumann SM-5 micromanipulator. After establishing the whole-cell configuration, resting membrane potential was noted for each SGN, and the firing properties of neurons were evaluated by applying a series of depolarizing current steps. The liquid junction potential was not accounted for. For the pulse stimulation protocol, membrane voltages of neurons were set to −60 mV.

SGNs from cochlear cultures were recorded following 2 to 3 days in vitro. Neurons in culture were identified by the presence of APs generated in response to depolarizing current steps. Two types of neurons are present in the cochlea: Type I SGNs, which convey auditory information from the inner hair cells (IHCs) to the brain, and Type II SGNs that arise from outer hair cells (OHCs) and participate in the control of cochlear gain ([@bibr10-2331216515619763]). To corroborate the identity of recorded neurons, we applied a series of 200-ms depolarizing and hyperpolarizing current steps to characterize firing properties and the activation of voltage-dependent currents. We recorded from 37 SGNs (26 basal, 9 medial, and 2 midapical). Thirty of these responded with only one or a few APs to a current step (i.e., they were *fast adapting*; [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, these SGNs showed a fast sag in the response to hyperpolarizing steps. These features are characteristic of Type I neurons ([@bibr34-2331216515619763]). The remaining seven neurons fired multiple APs in response to depolarizing steps, characterized by an increased delay in the first AP, a slow depolarizing response, and a slower sag in the response to negative steps compared with Type I neurons ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}), response properties that may be linked to Type II neurons in vitro ([@bibr31-2331216515619763]). Therefore, these seven neurons were excluded from further analyses. Figure 1.Biophysical properties of cultured SGNs. (a) Representative response of a neuron classified as Type I to a series of depolarizing and hyperpolarizing steps (inset shows the stimulus waveform). The dark traces depict the responses to +0.1 and −0.1 nA. (b) Same for a neuron classified as Type II. In this case, the dark traces correspond to responses to +0.02 and −0.1 nA. In darker gray, the response to 0.01nA is shown to highlight the slow depolarizing response.SGNs = spiral ganglion neurons.

Results {#sec5-2331216515619763}
=======

Theoretical Considerations for Employing Ramped Pulses in CIs {#sec6-2331216515619763}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The most common coding strategies in CIs employ square biphasic, or pseudobiphasic, pulse shapes modulated in terms of their amplitude or duration with the anodic phase presented first for excitation ([@bibr6-2331216515619763]). Phase polarity has been shown to be a major factor in the efficacy of electrical stimulation ([@bibr3-2331216515619763]; [@bibr23-2331216515619763]). Here, we consider the biphasic anodic-leading phase as the reference gold standard for electrical stimulation in human subjects. In the majority of cases, stimulation is monopolar, that is, referenced to an extracochlear return electrode ([@bibr21-2331216515619763]; [@bibr23-2331216515619763]). This results in a predefined range of possible stimulation intensities, the precision of which is mainly limited by the technology. Square pulses ([Figure 2(b)](#fig2-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}) are the most commonly employed pulse shapes in current CI technologies and, to date, the development of new stimulation strategies relies on the efficacy of electrical stimulation using square pulse shapes. Here, we lay the foundations for a new stimulation strategy based on the use of ramped pulse shapes ([Figure 2(a)](#fig2-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). The rationale behind this new stimulus shape relies on two important features of auditory neurons and the cochlea itself. Figure 2.Parametrized temporal representation of (a) a current ramp pulse shape and (b) a current square pulse shape. The parameters used to define the pulse shapes are foot amplitude (FA), peak amplitude (PA), the slope rate (a), the excitatory phase duration (EPD), the discharge phase duration (DPD), and the interphase interval (IPI). Current ramp pulses include pure ramps and truncated ramps. All the parameters insure that the pulse will be described in the most accurate fashion.

The first feature involves the biophysical properties of the SGNs and is predicated on the generation of APs in SGNs being dependent on the slope of the electrical stimulation. Sensitivity to the rate at which the input changes (the slope) is a general phenomenon of many neurons and is related to the dynamics of the ion channels underlying a neuron's spiking behavior. Initiation of APs relies on the activation of sodium channels, whilst their termination depends on negative feedback mechanisms, including inactivation of sodium channels and activation of potassium conductances. Typically, sodium activation is faster than activation for potassium, and spiking occurs. However, if, for some reason, the dynamics of the negative feedback compete with sodium activation (e.g., during slow rising of the membrane potential), spiking is prevented. This behavior has been observed in different neuronal types, including cortical neurons ([@bibr1-2331216515619763]), octopus and bushy cells in the cochlear nucleus ([@bibr8-2331216515619763]; [@bibr25-2331216515619763]), and principal neurons of the medial superior olive ([@bibr12-2331216515619763]). Moreover, recordings from the dendrites of SGNs have shown the same type of behavior ([@bibr35-2331216515619763]). In neurons of the cochlear nucleus, it was found that the negative feedback mechanism relies on the activation of low-threshold activated potassium channels sensitive to dendrotoxin (i.e., containing Kv1.1/2/6 subunits). Kv1.1 and Kv1.2 subunits are strongly expressed in SGNs, where they are determinant in regulating firing patterns ([@bibr38-2331216515619763]). This supports the notion that SGNs should also be sensitive to the input slope and that this feature can be exploited during electrical activation by shaping the stimulus waveform.

The second feature relates to the principle that stimulation in aqueous media results in diffusion of the electrical current ([Figure 3(c)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}; [@bibr30-2331216515619763]). For the case of a square stimulus, the peak value attenuates with increasing distance, but the square shape (and, hence, infinite slope) is maintained ([Figure 3(a)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). However, if the stimulation is performed using a ramped pulse, both the slope and the peak value are attenuated with increasing distance from the point of stimulation ([Figure 3(b)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Reduction in spread of excitation. (a) Schematic representation of diffusion of a square pulse stimulated at electrode Ez of a multiple electrode array (mea) and perception by neuron populations. Ref is the reference electrode a. (b) Schematic representation of diffusion of a current ramp pulse stimulated at electrode Ez of mea and perception by neuron populations. (c) Theoretical spatial spread of current in the cochlea. (d) Theoretical representation of decrease in spread of excitation. The current ramp temporal waveform will induce less over threshold (TH) neural responses away from the stimulating point Lz compared with a square pulse. This will cause the spread of excitation to reduce from theoretical length width a to theoretical width b.

The theoretical outcome of the combination of these two elements (i.e., the reduction of the stimulus slope over space and a concomitant reduction in neural response as the slope becomes shallower) will be a reduction in the spread of neural excitation without the requirement for the spatial spread of the current to be reduced. The main principle of the theory we report is evident by comparing the illustrations in [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}. For two current pulses with equal peak value, one square ([Figure 3(a)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}) and the other with a ramp of defined slope ([Figure 3(b)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}), the SGN at the focus of the stimulation will show a higher firing threshold for the ramped pulse. However, moving further from the stimulation point, the combination of the reduction in amplitude and in slope will result in a more rapid reduction in firing probability for the ramped stimulus compared with the square one, therefore effectively reducing the spread of excitation. [Figure 3(d)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the theoretical reduction of the spread of excitation between a square, and a ramped, pulse shape.

In the following, we characterize the features of this pulse shape in a manner that makes it easy to parameterize, and we lay out the theoretical principles and potential benefits of this new coding strategy for electrical hearing. Briefly, the presumed benefits will be realized in terms of reduced spread of excitation, an increase in perceptual dynamic range, reduced perceptual thresholds, and benefits associated with these improvements.

Characterization of Ramped Pulses {#sec7-2331216515619763}
---------------------------------

Even though the biphasic aspect of the pulses is not under investigation here, the features of these symmetric pulses should be considered when defining or discussing any novel, pulse-based stimulation strategy. The stimulation strategy proposed here does not assess the effect of the second phase of the pulse but focuses entirely on the anodic, excitatory first phase. This theory assumes that the symmetric characteristics of the pulses, as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}, will behave similarly to those of the square pulses assessed in earlier studies ([@bibr23-2331216515619763]).

For purposes of standardization, the slopes of the ramped pulses need to be parameterized. In current devices, sound-coding strategies modulate pulse amplitude or pulse duration to recruit the neural population according to the intensity of the acoustic input signal ([@bibr21-2331216515619763]; [@bibr33-2331216515619763]). Here, we introduce a new parameter---the ramp---which we suggest provides for a more biomimetic stimulation. Ramped current pulses can be defined according to their slope, specifically the rate at which the current increases. Considering the dynamics of ion channels in SGNs, the rate of change of current will result in increased or decreased excitation of the neural population proportional to the slope. This introduces a new dimension to coding strategies currently instantiated in CIs and represents the novel foundation of the ramped pulse coding strategy.

The new ramp pulse shape is composed of various defining parameters (see [Figure 2(a)](#fig2-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). In terms of amplitude, the pulse can be defined by two parameters: The foot amplitude (FA) is the amplitude at the start of the slope, and the peak amplitude (PA) is the maximum amplitude at the end of the slope. One set of amplitude parameters will have to be defined for the excitatory phase and another set for the discharge phase (if the latter is different from the excitatory parameters). Similarly, the slope parameter *a* can be defined in two sets, one for the excitatory phase and one for the discharge phase. In addition to these, the ramp pulse should also be defined in duration of phase. Again, there will be excitatory phase duration and a discharge phase duration. Finally, the interphase time duration will have to be defined.

Theoretical Benefits of Ramped Pulses {#sec8-2331216515619763}
-------------------------------------

Theoretically, the use of ramped pulses will enable better control of the stimulation of specific neuron populations. Benefits of the ramped pulse include greater control over thresholds and dynamic ranges both locally to, and with increasing distance from, the stimulating electrode. The reduction in the spread of excitation should lead to a reduction in electrode-channel interactions providing reduced recovery times, with a concomitant reduction in firing latency in populations of neurons closer to neighboring electrodes. This has the potential to enable electrical stimulation to transmit more information in either simultaneous or asynchronous stimulation modes. Reduction of channel interaction represents, in itself, a major benefit to electrical hearing. In addition, ramped pulse shapes can potentially (re)introduce some elements of stochasticity to neural firing across the population of SGNs. Variability in the expression of ion channels can potentially lead to different sensitivity to ramp pulses across different neuronal types ([@bibr25-2331216515619763]). This could lead to a more graded recruitment of SGNs as signal level is increased, improving the dynamic range of sound intensity coding. In this manner, the use of ramped stimulation would more closely resemble the combination of fine frequency coding and wide dynamic range accomplished by the auditory system. Finally, a recent study by [@bibr20-2331216515619763] employed a model demonstrating quantitatively that triangular pulses are more power efficient than square pulses. This means that, from an engineering perspective, even if similar in terms of overall energy, transmitting instantaneous power with triangular, compared with square, pulse shapes is efficient.

Modulation of SGN's Firing by Ramped Electrical Pulses {#sec9-2331216515619763}
------------------------------------------------------

As a first stage in evaluating the feasibility of ramped electrical pulses generating benefits for users of CIs, we assessed whether ramped pulses are more efficient than square pulses for modulating the firing patterns of SGNs. To this end, we recorded responses of Type I SGNs using patch clamp in whole-cell configuration in cochlear cultures from P12--15 mice (see Methods section for details).

We first assessed the sensitivity of each SGN to square pulses by applying a series of stimuli of increasing amplitude. Sensitivity to the different pulse shapes was measured by injecting current pulses of different amplitude through the recording electrode. Ten repeats of each current amplitude were presented (one every 3 s), and the firing probability was defined as the proportion of trials in which an AP was evoked. Representative traces of responses of SGNs to square pulses are shown in [Figure 4(a) and (b)](#fig4-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}. Note, from [Figure 4(a)](#fig4-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}, the delay for the membrane current (green) to reach the maximum amplitude compared with the stimulus (red). This is due to the current required to charge the neuron's membrane at the beginning of the stimulus, and its time course is proportional to the neuron's capacitance and the number of activated ion channels (i.e., the membrane conductance). [Figure 4(c)](#fig4-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} plots the firing probability as a function of pulse amplitude (i.e., the rate function) for the population of SGNs, with that of the SGN for which responses are shown in (a) and (b) highlighted in black. In general, SGNs showed relatively steep response functions, rising from zero probability of firing to maximum probability (i.e., one AP per stimulus) within 1.0 to 1.5 nA of threshold. Nevertheless, neurons showed a relatively wide range of sensitivities to current injection with square pulses. Figure 4.SGN population rate functions. Square pulses of variable amplitude were applied to SGNs. In the top panels, representative traces of the SGN responses are shown. (a) Stimulus input current (red) and current cell response (Im, green). (b) Voltage response of the same cell. In each panel, the stimulus amplitude is indicated. Action potentials are evoked in response to the 5 and 6 nA stimulus. The gray bar indicates the duration of the stimulus. (c) Rate functions for all the SGNs recorded. The black trace highlights the neuron corresponding to the responses shown in (a) and (b).SGN = spiral ganglion neuron.

We next assessed the response of the same population of SGNs to the ramped current pulses previously described (see also inset to [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). A key outcome of this study is to characterize the effect of the different stimulus parameters on SGN firing to better predict the effect of this new stimulation paradigm in the context of electrical hearing. As outlined, the stimulus will be characterized by three parameters, the PA, the FA, and the slope *a*, all of which are differentially affected by current diffusion in the cochlear fluids. Thus, we focused on how changing these three parameters might influence the efficacy with which current pulses evoke APs in SGNs. [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} plots responses of an SGN to injected current conveyed by different pulse shapes that vary in the rising slope (a), for different PAs of the injected current and with a constant 50% FA. Note how decreasing the slope of the stimulus increases the PA necessary to evoke APs reliably. Figure 5.Representative traces showing the change in SGN firing as the stimulus peak amplitude and slope are changed. The inset shows the stimulus shape and the parameters that were varied. Foot amplitude is expressed as a percentage of the peak amplitude. In all the recordings shown, the FA was 50%.SGN = spiral ganglion neuron.

To better characterize the effect of each parameter in SGN firing modulation, we constructed for each SGN, functions describing the firing rate versus input current varying only the slope (at constant FA) or the FA (at constant slope). [Figure 6(a)](#fig6-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the rate functions change for an SGN that was stimulated using square pulses (gray trace), or ramped pulses with slopes of 100 nA/ms (blue) or 50 nA/ms (red; see schema above each panel for details of the stimulus shape). Note that, as the slope of the stimulus decreases, the rate functions curves are shifted to higher amplitudes, that is, current amplitude required to evoke firing increases. To quantify this shift in the response of the population of recorded SGNs, we calculated, for each function, the current amplitude yielding a .5 probability of firing (*AP50*), as an indication of the neuron's threshold. [Figure 6(d)](#fig6-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} plots AP50s for each of the neurons assessed with pulses comprising slopes of 50 and 100 nA/ms ([Figure 6(d)](#fig6-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). Note that, for the population of SGNs recorded (*n* = 10), the minimum AP50s observed were generated by rate curves obtained in response to square pulses. The addition of either a 50 or 100 nA/ms slope in the stimulus significantly increased the AP50 values (paired analysis of variance, *p* \< .01) with a trend for higher values of AP50 as the slope decreases. Moreover, responses to a change in the slope of the ramped portion of the current pulses was variable among the SGN population tested, yielding AP50 increments that range from 0.4 to 2nA. The black symbols and trace in [Figure 6(d)](#fig6-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} indicate the data correspondent to the rate functions showed in panel 6A. Figure 6.Effect of different stimulus parameters on SGN firing. (a) Representative rate functions of an SGN that was stimulated with square pulses (gray) and ramped pulses of 50 (red) and 100 (blue) nA.ms slopes. (b) Representative rate functions of an SGN that was stimulated with square pulses (gray) and ramped pulses with different foot amplitude (green traces) at a constant slope (100 nA/ms). In (a) and (b), the shape of the stimulus used for each curve is shown (color coded on top). (c) Change in firing probability for an SGN where the slope of the stimulus was changed maintaining the peak and foot amplitude constant. On top of the panel, representative traces of the stimulus presented are shown. (d) Change in AP50 in response to a change in stimulus slope for all the SGN tested. Each symbol represents a single SGN. The black trace highlights the points corresponding to the data plotted in panel (a). Comparison of AP50 values under the different stimulation conditions was done by performing a paired ANOVA (*p* \< .01). In a, c, and d, the foot amplitude was 50%.SGN = spiral ganglion neuron; ANOVA = analysis of variance; FA = foot amplitude.

A similar outcome is observed when rate functions are constructed with stimulus of different FAs. [Figure 6(b)](#fig6-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} plots rate functions for a neuron stimulated with different waveforms in which the slope was constant (100 nA/ms) but the FA was changed (see schema above the panel). As the size of the FA decreases, more current is required to evoke firing. Finally, [Figure 6(c)](#fig6-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} highlights the effect of changing only the stimulus slope while leaving the FA and PA constant. As expected, at constant peak and FAs, the steeper the slope, the higher the firing probability. The sequence of stimulus shapes used to construct the response to pulses with 6-nA PAs is shown for reference. Together, the data indicate that, in principle, all the parameters proposed for the ramped pulses do indeed influence firing probabilities of SGNs and potentially can contribute to their modulation in the context of electrical stimulation in cochlear implantation.

Discussion {#sec10-2331216515619763}
==========

We propose a novel approach to cochlear-implant stimulation in which the shape of individual electrical pulses is modified to take account of the biophysical properties of SGNs, with the aim of reducing the spread of excitation within the cochlea in electrical hearing. The two key features of this new strategy are (a) the introduction of a slope in the stimulation pulse and the consequent effect this will have on current spread within the cochlea and (b) the sensitivity of auditory neurons to the rate at which the magnitude of current pulses is increased. We demonstrate the theoretical considerations contributing to this new stimulus design, highlighting the predicted benefits for sound coding, and provide experimental evidence supporting the view that SGN neurons can be modulated by the new stimulus design in a manner consistent with the theoretical considerations.

Sensitivity of SGNs to Ramped Electrical Pulses {#sec11-2331216515619763}
-----------------------------------------------

The first working hypothesis presented by this new stimulation paradigm relies on the sensitivity of SGNs to ramped electrical pulses and the principle that this feature could be exploited during electrical activation by shaping the stimulus waveform. A key issue to support this hypothesis was to examine not only whether SGNs show such sensitivity but also whether this sensitivity could be triggered by stimulus over the time course relevant to CI stimulation. When slope sensitivity is tested experimentally in neurons, stimuli are typically ramps at near-threshold amplitudes, the durations of which are in the order of milliseconds ([@bibr8-2331216515619763]; [@bibr25-2331216515619763]). Current pulses employed in CIs, on the other hand, are in the order of 0.1-ms duration. This limitation in the duration of the stimulus also has an impact on the range of slopes that could be assessed in the stimulus design. Even with the addition of the FA, the range of input slopes tested is between one and two orders of magnitude higher (steeper) that those previously tested. Despite these differences, however, we find that cultured SGNs are capable of modulating their firing rates in response to this short ramped stimulus. Moreover, we also observed some variability in their sensitivity to slopes: Heterogeneity in the biophysical properties of SGNs has been linked to variations in the expression of Kv1 channels ([@bibr19-2331216515619763]) and can also explain the variation in responses to slopes we report here. Such heterogeneity in the sensitivity to the slope of the ramp has the potential to increase the range of thresholds for electrical activation across the population of SGNs and could have utility in broadening the neural dynamic range in vivo.

It should be noted, however, that it remains unclear whether the short stimuli we employed are actually activating Kv1 channels in such a way that they impact on initiation of APs. Activation times of homomeric Kv1.1 and 1.2 channels in expression systems, such as cell lines or *Xenopus laevis* oocytes, are reported to be in the order of a few milliseconds ([@bibr13-2331216515619763]). However, when tested in neurons in brain slices, Kv1.1/2 channels do affect firing in response to stimuli as short as 0.5 ms ([@bibr11-2331216515619763]), suggesting that information drawn from expression systems might not represent the channel behavior in neurons and that CI stimulus duration can be effective in recruiting Kv channel activation. Nevertheless, further research is necessary to test explicitly whether Kv1.1/2 channels are indeed responsible for the sensitivity of SGN neurons to ramped stimulation.

Applicability of Ramped Stimulation in CI Technology {#sec12-2331216515619763}
----------------------------------------------------

The new stimulus pulse shape was designed primarily to reduce the spread of excitation within the cochlea, based on the sensitivity of SGNs to ramped stimuli. We have demonstrated experimentally that SGN's biophysical properties would indeed enable them to respond differentially to ramped stimuli. Further, we assessed how the variation of individual stimulus parameters affects SGN firing. We did not observe differences in the slope of the rate function curves for square versus ramped stimuli. This observation should be taken with caution because in the interest of testing a wide variety of stimulus parameters, the PA was varied in 0.5 nA steps. Constructing such curves with smaller differences between PAs could generate modifications in the shape of functions. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that, according to the theoretical considerations we posit, both PA and slope should change concomitantly at greater distances from the point of stimulation in situ ([Figure 3](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, rather than a single rate function being altered, a population of rate functions constructed with stimuli of different slopes might be employed to predict the effect of the new stimulation on neural firing in situ. [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} plots recorded rate functions for an SGN stimulated with square and ramped stimuli. If the change in PA (abscissa) is considered to represent the change in the stimulus amplitude moving further from the stimulation point, it can be reinterpreted as distance from the stimulating electrode. The cartoons above [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"} represent the change in the shape of the stimulus received by SGNs positioned further from the electrode (represented by a filled circle) for either a square or a ramped pulse. The change in firing rates for SGNs at different positions for a square pulses should be predicted by the gray curve (rate function to square pulses). For ramped stimuli, as both the amplitude and shape of the stimulus vary, the change in firing rates as a function of the position will span rate function curves for different slopes (dashed line), resulting in a greater reduction in firing rate with increasing distance from the center (i.e., less excitation spread). Therefore, the differences in firing probability should be steeper for the ramped, than for the square, pulse shapes, ([Figure 7](#fig7-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}) consistent qualitatively with our predictions ([Figure 3(d)](#fig3-2331216515619763){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 7.Prediction of the effect of the ramped stimulus in the spread of excitation. The drawings on the top represent the change in the shape of the stimulus as its position moves further from the electrode (represented with a dark circle) for either a square or a ramped pulse. Experimentally determined rate functions are shown for an SGN stimulated with squared (gray line) and ramped stimulus (color lines).The dashed line represents the predicted change in firing rates as a function of the position for a ramped stimulus applied in an aqueous environment.SGN = spiral ganglion neuron.

The current study constitutes a proof-of-concept for a new stimulation strategy for cochlear implantation. It will be necessary to assess the validity of the theoretical consideration if it is to be brought into the design and implementation of electrical implants. As a first step in this process, we demonstrate that the theoretical framework upon which it rests---that the slopes of ramped pulses are suited to modulating the firing pattern of individual SGNs---appears to hold. The next issue that should be addressed, then, is to understand better how the pulse shape will be affected by diffusion within the cochlea in a quantitative manner, and a modeling approach could make predictions for further in vitro stimulus parameters that will closely resemble the shape of the stimulus as it moves further from the stimulation point.

As we report, our in vitro data suggest that the ion channels present in SGNs might be important in modulating their response to ramped stimuli. However, this was examined in cultured SGNs, and so the actual variation in the cellular localization of ion channels is unknown, compared with the normal or pathological situation in vivo. It is therefore important to assess whether the predictions derived from the in vitro studies are supported in an in vivo experimental paradigm.

Improving Frequency Resolution in Electrical Hearing {#sec13-2331216515619763}
----------------------------------------------------

As well as adding a new dimension to stimulus coding, reducing the spread of excitation could potentially aid the transmission of extra frequency information currently not possible in either synchronous or asynchronous stimulation modes. This provides the possibility of increasing the precision by which the frequency range is covered by electrode channels. Also, quantitatively, the potential reduction in channel interactions could provide a means of increasing the rate at which different channels are stimulated, if neural activity is reduced in channels distant from the stimulation site. This could improve the possibility of conveying information about the temporal fine structure of sounds in addition to information conveyed in the modulated stimulus envelope, a feature of most current CI stimulation strategies.

Beyond Cochlear Implantation {#sec14-2331216515619763}
----------------------------

The theoretical benefits of coding with ramped pulses could also be applied to other sensory systems and, depending on ion-channel characteristics, motor neurons. The rehabilitation of vision in visually impaired people is currently under intense investigation, including through the use of electrode matrices implanted to lie on the retina, stimulating the optic nerve. This could be one of the potential beneficiaries of the ramped stimulus, allowing better control of the spread of excitation ([@bibr15-2331216515619763]). Finally, a similar extrapolation could be made for the functional electrical stimulation of motor neurons, studied for the restitution of limb control for patients with paralysis, providing stimulating implants and devices with a finer and broader span of stimulation to better reproduce the natural changes in spiking rate believed to code for intensity of movement ([@bibr29-2331216515619763]).
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